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- SnapTimes: The most important feature of SnapTimePro is that you can snap the time any time you like. The window will open (unlike in'real' stopwatches) and you will be asked to record a number of samples in a mode similar to the pause-pulse recording mode of a stopwatch. You can then resume timing with the 'Snap' button. By clicking on the Snap button, you can then save the last five sample values as a'snap'
time. Thereafter, each time you'snap' a time, the application will automatically recalculate the weighting of the sample values (since these changes will influence the other calculations), and these new weights will then automatically be used to calculate the next set of results. As each new time is recorded, the set of results will change as more values are included. Each snap time is marked with a comment, which you
can add. You can leave the snap time as-is, change its comment, or change the percentage weighting (if you wish). This latter procedure is useful when you are analyzing large sets of timings where you want to change the weights for a sub-group of times. The snap times are not linked to each other, so they are not influenced by changing the window location. If you find that you don't need to use the'snap' function,
you can stop the timing, and then'rewind' or 'fast-forward' the recording to any time in the past. SnapTimePro will automatically adjust the timestamp of all snap times, and then continue to record timing. SnapTimePro also has a number of functions which are not available in'real' stopwatches. These functions are: - Control Panel (with split-lap and 'lap-weight' options). - Recordings Log. - Rewind. - Fast-forward. Manipulate the percentage weighting of snap times. - Change the display layout. - Save a timing session. - Load a timing session. - Save/Load a menu. - Hotkey system-wide start/stop/reset. - Automatic calculation of shortest, longest and average time gaps. - Extensive reporting capabilities - you can produce a CSV textfile of the raw timing data, a document-like, formatted textfile of the timing results, or a formatted
Word document of the timing results. - User-definable hotkeys, so that you
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Several keyboard macros let you accelerate or retard the timing interval and restart the timing session. When you press the hotkey, SnapTimePro automatically starts timing the event and records the timing value into the timing session. If you press the hotkey when you have already started timing the event, the timing session is stopped and you get the current timing value. When you press the hotkey without having
started timing the event, SnapTimePro only starts timing the event, but does not record the timing value. SnapTimePro starts timing the event automatically as soon as you press the hotkey. When you press the hotkey to stop timing the event, SnapTimePro automatically stops timing the event, resets the timing session and displays the timing value into the timing session. The following keyboard macros are available:
KeyMacro Hotkey key code Description ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- SW_SET_MS_TRANS Timer: set milliseconds timeout. SW_SET_SILENT Timer: set silent (no mouse action) timer. SW_SET_SILENT_MS Timer: set milliseconds timeout. SW_SET_SINGLE_ACTION Timer: set single (single action) timer.
SW_START_CYCLE Timer: start cycle timing. SW_STOP_CYCLE Timer: stop cycle timing. SW_STOP_CYCLE_TIME Timer: stop cycle timing with timing to be expired in xxx milliseconds. SW_STOP_CYCLE_TIME_MS Timer: stop cycle timing with timing to be expired in xxx milliseconds. SW_TICK Timer: start tick timing. SW_TICK_MS Timer: start tick timing for xxx milliseconds.
SW_TICK_MS_CYCLE Timer: start tick timing for xxx milliseconds, ending on a cycle. SW_TICK_MS_CYCLE_RATE Timer: start tick timing for xxx milliseconds, ending on a cycle and start new cycle after xxx milliseconds. SW_TICK_RATE Timer: start tick timing for xxx cycles. SW_TICK_RATE_MS Timer: start tick timing for xxx cycles, with timing to be expired in xxx milliseconds.
SW_TICK_RATE_MS_CYCLE Timer: start tick timing for xxx cycles, with timing to be 1d6a3396d6
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SnapTimePro is a 32bit, portable Digital Stopwatch application for Windows which can be used in many ways. In particular, the main features of the application are as follows: Fast & Easy To Use It has a simple menu-driven interface with no options or controls to worry about. Split & Lap Timing It is very easy to capture, calculate and display split times. A stopwatch with a split timer is a useful tool for sports and
time trials. In-place monitoring The stopwatch can be left running all the time you are not using it. Quit & Reset The stopwatch can be instantly cancelled or reset to any time within a session by pressing the exit button. Instantaneously The time of any snap is instantly displayed on the screen. Very High Accuracy With 5 digit resolution (60 to 60,000 / 0.1 seconds), any timing is as accurate as it could possibly be. User
Definable The stopwatch can be re-set to the user's desired timing resolution (and cycles/second) at any time. Tons of Options User Definable The stopwatch can be re-set to the user's desired timing resolution (and cycles/second) at any time. User Definable The stopwatch can be re-set to the user's desired timing resolution (and cycles/second) at any time. User Definable The stopwatch can be re-set to the user's
desired timing resolution (and cycles/second) at any time. User Definable The stopwatch can be re-set to the user's desired timing resolution (and cycles/second) at any time. User Definable The stopwatch can be re-set to the user's desired timing resolution (and cycles/second) at any time. User Definable The stopwatch can be re-set to the user's desired timing resolution (and cycles/second) at any time. User
Definable The stopwatch can be re-set to the user's desired timing resolution (and cycles/second) at any time. User Definable The stopwatch can be re-set to the user's desired timing resolution (and cycles/second) at any time. User Definable The stopwatch can be re-set to the user's desired timing resolution (and cycles/second)

What's New In?
The most powerful and flexible digital stopwatch on Windows. SnapTimePro lets you change the timing resolution of the stopwatch at any time (selectable between 1/100 second and 1 second). The application includes cycle-rate (cycles/second and seconds/cycle) and speed (kph or mph) measurement modules. You can snap the time at any moment (like the split/lap control of a conventional stopwatch). When you
do this, the timing results already in the SnapTimePro Report automatically adjust. Automatic calculation of shortest, longest and average time gaps. Extensive reporting capabilities - you can produce a CSV textfile of the raw timing data, a document-like, formatted textfile of the timing results, or a formatted Word document of the timing results. You can save and load Timing Sessions. User-definable system-wide
hotkeys - instead of using the mouse, you can start, stop, reset the stopwatch, snap the time and invoke the SnapTimePro menu from within any other application by means of keyboard hotkeys of your choice, even if the main SnapTimePro Control Panel is not visible. Control over mouse response - if you use the mouse to start, stop and reset the stopwatch, and to snap times, SnapTimePro lets you decide whether the
controls should activate as you press the mouse button down, or as you release the mouse button. Control over Display appearance, transparency and positioning - you can adjust these at any stage. SnapTimePro has support for Bluetooth devices, making it possible to make accurate distance measurements with your mobile phone. This is a Digital timer with the power of the mouse SnapTimePro is a fully Windowsbased timer program that lets you record time and distance. An extra module also lets you measure cycles per minute (cpm) and minutes per mile (mph). Using just one program, you can time workouts, events, climbs, races, laps, triathlons, marathons, and pretty much anything that requires measuring distance or time. Use SnapTimePro for distance measurement, bike pacing, triathlon, marathon, and long-distance
running. All you need is a pair of ordinary eyes to operate SnapTimePro - just press the mouse button to start/stop the timer and then drag to adjust the time resolution. At any time, you can change the timing resolution. SnapTimePro also has built-in support for Bluetooth, making it possible to use the timer to measure distance between two devices (phone, iPad, watch). SnapTimePro is a multi-resolution timer. You
can snap the time at any moment (like the split/lap control of a conventional stopwatch). When you do this, the timing results already in the SnapTimePro Report automatically
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System Requirements For SnapTimePro:
Create the Core Worlds map: We've provided a wizard to help with this process. Click here to open it. Load map: Sell map: Create the planet surfaces: Once we have that set up, start modeling the planets with Photoshop CC. Note: the planet size you use in the creation package may vary as we are working out the final size of the map. In addition, the images we provide in the tool package will also
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